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Goldolphin Stud and Stable Staff Awards in 2016, was

recognised with the ‘Our People Award’, the first prize of

the evening, in recognition of his contribution to racing in

the north over many years.

Many of you who have met Paddy either on the

racecourse or at home in the yard will know and recognise

the boundless enthusiasm he has for the horses in his care

and the sheer enjoyment he derives from working in the

sport.

We send him our hearty congratulations on this richly

deserved award. 

Book Reviews
Best Horses of the Decade 

2000-2009

By John Crofts

Miralgo Publications

F, like me, you mourn the loss of the Timeform

Annuals, take hope, for shortly to be published is John

Crofts’ fourth book in the Best Horses of the Decade

series, this time covering the period from 2000 to 2009.

John Crofts was a work rider for eight years, working for

such training luminaries as Peter Walwyn and Henry Cecil.

Some 40 years ago, he switched to become a racing

photographer and he has scaled the heights of that

profession, having more pictures published in the Timeform

annuals – more than 4,500 in ‘Racehorses’ alone – than any

other photographer. 

In addition to the earlier ‘Best Horses’ books, he also

produced the excellent ‘Classic Winners 1980 – 2015’.

Informative and entertaining in equal measure, the

volume principally consists of John’s views and comments

on his personal selection of around 70 of the best horses of

the Noughties. It includes many of the great horses of the

decade, including Galileo, Dubawi, Sea The Stars and

Dubai Millennium to name but a few, and for Johnston

Racing fans it also includes fascinating sections on

Attraction, Shamardal and Yavana’s Pace.

OR each horse, Crofts includes a number of colour

photographs together with summaries of their racing

record (with Timeform ratings), principal

performances, pedigree (with posed photograph), a

commentary on their racecourse performances and, where

appropriate, their stud record, and a list of their principal

progeny.

There is a veritable treasure trove of information on each

horse, together with Crofts’ often interesting

views on why the horses have been selected.

However, there is so much more to enjoy

about this book. With a foreword written by Jim

McGrath, there are first-class guest articles by

Geoff Greetham, the former publishing editor of

the Timeform Annuals, and by Tony Morris, the

doyen of bloodstock experts.

Greetham’s article explores a number of

current issues in racing (public concern re horse welfare,

the whip, interference rules, falling prize-money, small

fields, the proliferation of low class-racing and the like) in

an informative and intelligent manner. His thoughts on

performance-enhancing drugs in racing are particularly on

point at the moment, as are his views on all-day bars, after-

racing music concerts and other race-day innovations .

In a brief but authoritative review of sires and their

impact on the bloodstock industry, Morris argues that the

vast majority of the colts featured in this work ‘have given

us little or nothing to remember them for’ at stud. Judge for

yourselves whether he has been harsh, but fair, in his

opinions.

OHN Crofts also takes the time, in his own

introduction to the volume, to express his views,

notably on terrestrial coverage of racing in Britain

and discussion of proposed changes to races such as the

Derby and the St Leger.

I should explain that I have reviewed this book on the

basis of a proof copy which had been sent to me by email.

Even in scrolling through the pages on my laptop, one

cannot help but be impressed by the quality of the

photographs and I imagine that the hard copy will be more

impressive still.

In the absence of the Timeform annuals in the future,

‘victims of the march of digital technology, accelerated by

special problems caused by a global pandemic’ explains

Greetham, this volume will be required reading for any

serious student of racing and breeding. 
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HE KLARION is

delighted to report that

Johnston Racing’s long-

serving groom/rider Paddy Trainor.

pictured right, has been honoured

with an award at the Vertem

Northern Racing Awards held at

Newcastle Racecourse on

November 26.

Paddy, who made the final 10

when nominated for the Rider/Groom category of the

By John Scanlon

Paddy honoured at the Northern Racing Awards
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